Chronicle SOAR
for Service Providers
Re-envision Managed Security Operations
Chronicle’s cloud-native security, orchestration,
automation and response (SOAR) product enables
MSSPs to compete more effectively through the
development of high-value, scalable security services
that address a variety of customer needs. MSSPs can
tap into flexible integrations that work with
customers’ existing ecosystems, create proprietary
playbooks that cater to customers’ specific
workflows, and access collaboration capabilities that
bridge transparency gaps with customers to craft
unique experiences that add value.

Benefits
●

Automate up to 98% of Tier 1 tasks to
free up time for strategic initiatives

●

Reduce analyst caseload by up to 80%

●

Speed response 10x

Why Chronicle SOAR?
Chronicle SOAR enables MSSPs to deliver high-value security services with fewer resources,
improve margins and keep customers delighted.

Differentiate in a competitive MSSP market
Leverage functionality and unparalleled flexibility for MSSPs to mature your service
delivery and develop specialized service offerings that attract the attention of new
customers.

Improve customer retention
Get creative with how you engage and interact with customers, and how you mature with
the customer over time.

Maximize operational efficiency and grow margins
Synchronize inherent SOAR capabilities to more effectively service a growing customer
base without exponentially adding staff and create repeatable and consistent processes
and services.

What you get
Chronicle delivers well beyond customary SOAR offerings to help you deliver high-value security
services at scale and operational efficiencies, while keeping your customers delighted and your
margins healthy.

“

We’re able to use all the cool features within
a SOAR platform like Chronicle - especially
the integrations and playbooks to really go
to town on new service offerings.
Chris Sedgwick, Director of Security Operations, Talion

Get started with our free Community SOAR Edition
Experience Chronicle SOAR with our free Community Edition that comes complete with ready-to-deploy use
cases. Visit us at https://chronicle.security/ for more information.

